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Charles Greenleaf Bell, 1260 Canyon Rd., Santa Fe, NM  87501 

SYMBOLIC HISTORY 
Through Sight and Sound 

 
25.  18th Century:  Voltaire's Smile 

 
 
1) Pierre F. Lejeune, c. 1760, Bust of Voltaire (profile), detail, Landesmuseum, 

Stuttgart; + V, whole bust (from 2nd 1)  
1a) Houdon, c. 1770(?), Voltaire (full face), National Gallery, Washington, D.C. 
V1b) Houdon, c. 1777(?), Voltaire in age, detail, Louvre, Paris 
1c) Double:  [A] whole Lejeune Bust of slide 1, and [B] Houdon, c. 1778, terra 

cotta Bust of Rousseau, Mus., Orleans; while video shows a detail only of B 
 

Music: Rameau, published 1741, 5th Piece de Clavecin en Concert, 
lst movement, A.S. 30 

 
 At the French heart of the 18th century lies Voltaire's smile, witty as the octave 
leap in Rameau's 5th Concert de Clavecin.  
 

Martin concluded on the whole that man was born to live in the 
convulsions of inquietude or the lethargy of boredom... "Let us work," 
he said, "for it is the only way to make life tolerable."...Their little land 
produced abundantly.  Cunegonde was ugly indeed, but she became a 
fine pastry cook... Not one of their company was idle... As for 
Pangloss, he would say to Candide:  
 
 "All events are linked in this best of all possible worlds:  If you had 
not been kicked on the breach out of that beautiful castle because of 
your love for Lady Cunegonde; if you hadn't been seized by the Inqui-
sition, traversed much of America on foot, run your sword through the 
baron, and lost those sheep you brought from Eldorado — you 
wouldn't be here eating citron comfits and pistachio nuts."  
 
 "You have spoken well," said Candide; "but we ought to cultivate 
our garden."  

(fade Rameau)  
 
Is this the smile of scoffing or the smile of reason? (Locke): 
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The candle that is set up in us shines bright enough for all our purposes 
— 

  
And yet the Enlightened smile, in the confidence game of 18th century, was somehow 
modulating from Locke's reason toward Rousseau's heart.  
 
2) French Gothic, c. 1260, Smiling Angel, Portal, Rheims Cathedral; + V detail  
 

Music: French, c. 1280(?), Secular Motet: En mai, quant rosier sont flouri  
(with Robin and Marion duplum and tenor) Munrow, ARC 2723045 
(#12) 

 
 Contrast the smile of grace — a Rheims angel from another century of formal 
synthesis, the 13th — its art, its music a sprightly overflow of heaven onto earth — the 
motet, still vowed to the Church modes and bare-fifth chords, yet flowering in the 
melody, rhythm, words of the May morning, the loves of Robin and Marion —  

(fade En mai)  
 
 Would the two smiles have told us  
 
2nd 1) Again, Lejeune's bust of Voltaire (profile), whole  
 
that where the century of Voltaire was working toward the least action calculus of a 
mechanical universe of conserved energy (Maupertius, the Bernouillis, Euler, 
D'Alembert, Lagrange, La Place),  
 
2nd 2) Again, Smiling Angel, detail of same or another Rheims Angel  
 
the chief scientist of the Thomistic century, Roger Bacon, even as he writes in his Opus 
Maius On Experimental Science —  
 

I now wish to unfold the principles of experimental science, since 
without experience nothing can be sufficiently known —  

 
seeks higher truth:  
 
a3) French Gothic, c. 1250-60, Dragons and Foliage, Rheims Cathedral  
Vb3) French Gothic, c. 1240(?), Capital of Choir, Joshua and Caleb fight over 

grapes, Rheims Cathedral  
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3) English Decorated Gothic, 1280-1300, Leaves (vine) on Capital in Chapter 
House of Minster, Southwell; + V detail 

 
But experience is of two kinds; one is gained through our external 
senses... This experience is both human and philosophical... but this 
does not suffice, because it does not give full attestation in regard to 
things corporeal owing to its difficulty, and does not touch at all on 
things spiritual... For the grace of faith illuminates greatly, as also do 
divine inspirations, not only in things spiritual, but in things corporeal 
and in the sciences of philosophy.  

 
 So the realism of leaves which adorns the capitals of Gothic cathedrals (here of 
the vine at English Southwell) sprouts as ravishingly in the sacred, as Bacon's prophecy 
of lenses:  
 

from an incredible distance we might read the smallest letters... an 
army might appear close at hand... we might cause the sun, moon and 
stars in appearance to descend here below.  

 
4) G. dei Grassi, c. 1380-90, antlered deer, sketch, Accad. Carrara, Bergamo  
4a) A. Pisanello, c. 1440, The Vision of St. Eustace, National Gallery, London  
V4b) Same, The Vision of St. Eustace, right detail, National Gallery, London  
4c) Again, G. dei Grassi's sketch of an antlered deer; first, video detail  
 
 In this Giovanni dei Grassi, late 14th century, the art of nature comes from the 
sacred (here the Vision of Saint Eustacius) into the perfection of its own powers.  Such 
Buridan's formulation (against Aristotle, and by appeal to experience) of the "impetus" by 
which mass retains an impressed motion.  So 250 years before Descartes and Galileo, 
Nicholas of Oresme (French Bishop) graphs such intensities as velocity and acceleration, 
along such an extension as time:  
 

sometimes it happens that velocity is increasing while acceleration is 
decreasing... accelerations can take place uniformly or difformly in 
various ways...  

 
(What was he observing but pendulums, harmonic functions, falling bodies?)  
 
5) Il Rosso, c. 1523, Moses and the Daughters of Jethro, Uffizi, Florence; 

+ V detail 
V5a) Same, c. 1527, Dead Christ with Angels, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston  
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V5b) Dürer, 1511, Adoration of the Trinity, foreground detail, Kunsthistorisches 
Museum, Wien (CGB '60)  

5c) Elsheimer, 1609, Night Flight to Egypt, right detail, Alte Pinakothek, 
München  

V5d) Rubens, c. 1624, Het Onwaer, The Storm, detail, Konig Collection, Haarlem  
 
 That insular rebirth swells to the 16th century, this Il Rosso, where the physical 
and dynamic struggle within Biblical legend (Moses and the Daughters of Jethro).  So, 
within the frame of the past — of Aristotelian motion, Ptolemaic geocentricity and 
Church dogma (no vast empty spaces in God's universe; no spots on the ethereal sun; no 
change in the sphere of stars; and "as Holy Writ declares, it was not the earth but the sun 
Joshua commanded to stand still") — the new astronomy of worlds in space struggles 
through Copernicus:  ("Nothing stands in the way of the movability of the earth"), Tycho 
Brahe ("this new star is not some kind of comet or fiery meteor... it is a star shining in the 
firmament itself — one that has never previously been seen before our time, ...since the 
beginning of the world."), Gilbert's globes of earth, moon, sun, planets as gravitating 
loadstones:  "the agent force abides in bodies themselves... not in the interspaces."  
 
6) Rembrandt, 1632, Anatomy Lesson, Mauritshuis, The Hague  
6a) C. Huygens, 1703, from De Motu Corporum, Picture of boat, etc.; + V detail 
6b) Leibniz, c. 1700, Impact equations with Cartesian graph, drawn by CGB 

(video:  details only, above, then below)  
6c) Again Rembrandt, 1632, Anatomy Lesson, detail; first, video closer detail 
6d) Rembrandt, 1656, another Anatomy Lesson (of Dr. J. Deyman), Rijksmuseum, 

Amsterdam  
 
 In Rembrandt's Anatomy Lessons (this of 1632, or the fragment from 24 years 
later), the drama of mind invests a space-world of lighted mass, causal force — what 
Galileo, Descartes, Newton, Leibniz, would formulate through the century:  Huyghens, in 
Rembrandt's Amsterdam, solving the impact of two elastic spheres, viewed by his 
wonderful postulate, as on a moving frame of reference — a boat, seen from the shore; so 
that each case can be adjusted to one of symmetry, where, the center of gravity stilled, 
equal momenta are exchanged.  
 
 But that visualization was not required.  We had only to mathematize the common 
first principle that the motion of body is conserved, admitting the division by which any 
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body can be both one and many, in this case the summed whole and a rebounding two.  If 
in elastic impact, the momentum of the total mass and the relative velocities of its 
colliding parts must both be preserved, Leibniz' three equations automatically arise, for 
the conservation of inner velocity, for the momentum of the whole, and (the two 
compounded) for the energy of the masses times their velocities squared.  
 
 But if all matter must follow these laws, every motion in the universe becomes a 
clockwork determined from beginning to end.  The snare Leonardo, talking of the wonder 
of force, had implied, but failed to see ("Without force nothing moves" and "there cannot 
be any force exerted in any movement made by imaginary spirits"), that noose is being 
sprung upon us.  
 
 Is not the lighted drama of either Anatomy Lesson the temporal appearance, in 
such a clockwork mill as this cadaver, of the paradox springs of life and motion?  But had 
Rembrandt, or anyone else of that century (except perhaps Pascal) felt the foreclosure of 
Cartesian mechanization?  
 
7) Rubens, 1618, Landscape with a Wagon, Hermitage, Leningrad; + V details 
7a) Rubens, c. 1635(?), Evening Woods, Neuerburg Sammlung, Hamburg  
 
 This 1618 Rubens Landscape is still mysteriously organized, as in exploratory 
polyphony, all over the canvas.  To the left, is an Elsheimer memory of the reflected 
moon; on the right, day expatiates over open fields; center, above the wagon, which 
seems to be stuck, though lurching down hill, an incredible rock pocket glows like a 
Resurrection cave.  In science we recall the speculative daring which leaps (before the 
formulation of method) from Gilbert:  
 

As for us, we deem the whole world animate, and all globes, all stars, 
and this glorious earth, too, we hold to be from the beginning by their 
own destinate souls governed and from them also to have the impulse 
of self-preservation —  

 
to Kepler:  
 

The celestial movements are the work... of soul acting in accordance 
with bodily powers... the ellipse bears witness to the natural bodily 
power and to the emanation and magnitude of its form.  

 
8) Jacob v. Ruisdael, 1665, A Forest Marsh, Hermitage, Leningrad  
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V8a) Same, Ruisdael's Forest Marsh, center detail  
V8b) Ruisdael, c. 1665-69 Landscape with Waterfall and Castle, National Gallery, 

London (video:  upper detail only) 
8c) Ruisdael, 1660-65(?), A Waterfall in a Rocky Landscape, National Gallery, 

London  
8d) Salomon van Ruisdael, c. 1660, Estuary with Sailboats, Staatl.  

Kunstsammlungen, Kassel; + V detail 
V8e) J. v. Ruisdael, c. 1660(?), Sunlight through Clouds, Louvre, Paris  
 
On the other side (of Cartesian formulation). Ruisdael's Forest Marsh of 1665, has no 
such independent vitalities of scene.  Meaningful details can be made only by closing in, 
as under increasing magnification, on the focal center of the reflecting pool and 
waterfowl.  It is what was unfolding, through that mid-century, in Spinoza's philosophy 
and in propositional physics, from the logic and mathematics of axiomatic deduction.  
Descartes, 1644:  
 

That God is the first cause of motion, and that He always conserves an 
equal quantity of it in the universe.  

 
Newton, about 1690:  
 

Law I:  Every body continues in its state of rest, or of uniform motion 
in a straight line, unless it is compelled to change that state by force 
impressed upon it.  
 
Law II:  The change of motion is proportional to the motive force 
impressed; and is made in the direction of the right line in which that 
force is impressed.  
 
Law III:  To every action there is always opposed an equal reaction: or, 
the mutual actions of two bodies upon each other are always equal, and 
directed to contrary parts.  

 
 The mystery of action withdraws to the unstated dilemma:  that impressed force 
can only live (and die) one with the change it is supposed to cause.  
 
9) French late Gothic, 1517 Choir with late Renaissance (1600-05) Jubé or rood-

loft, detail to the right, St. Etienne du Mont, Paris (CGB '59)  
V9a) Same, detail to the left (CGB '59) 
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10) Same, 1517 Choir with the rood-loft and spiral stairs (CGB '59); from these 
the video shows four details and then the whole 

 
Music: Sweelinck, c. 1600(?), Echo fantasie (Videro), G-DB 5214 (78)  

 
 Let architecture and music repeat the focal formulation from Mannerist (or late 
Renaissance). to Baroque: — here an Echo Fantasie by 1600 Sweelinck, with the fanciful 
rood-loft of the same date, in the Flamboyant choir of St. Etienne du Mont, Paris.      
(fade Sweelinck)  
 
Va11) Roman Baroque, S. Maria in Vallicella, frescoed and decorated, 1647-56, 

Cortona and others, Rome  
Vb11) Lanfranco, 1621 ff., ceiling detail, S. Andrea delle Valle, Rome  
11) Rainaldi, 1663-67, S. Maria in Campitelli, interior, Rome (CGB '86); 

+ V detail 
Va12) Bernini, 1658-70, Main elliptical vaulting, S. Andrea Quirinale, Rome 

(CGB '86)  
12) Bernini, 1663-66, Scala Regia, Vatican Palace (to St. Peter's), Rome  
 

Music: Frescobaldi, 1635, Toccata per l'Elevatione, AS 4  
 
 Whereas in the 1660 church structures of Rainaldi and Bernini, as in the toccatas 
and canzone of Frescobaldi, methodic consciousness centralizes the weighty masses of 
the Roman Baroque.  

(fade Frescobaldi) 
 

Va13) J. Prandtauer, begun 1702, Melk, Danube, Austria  
13) Same, Melk, part of Church and S. Tower (CGB '59)  
V13a) Same, Melk, interior, Library (CGB '59)  
 
 With that heritage the German 18th century began:  Melk on the Danube, 1702-
26, and far to the north, the old Buxtehude, whose organ-playing Bach would walk 200 
miles to attend.  
 

Music: Buxtehude, c. 1700(?), close, Toccata in D minor (Kraft) VBX-29 
(end)  

 Meanwhile, the Great-Chain-of-Being philosophy and science was carried across 
1700 by Leibniz, born in Leipzig and variously active from Berlin and Hanover to Mainz, 
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Holland, Paris, London.  In that Europe it must have seemed that the stair of progress 
could mount without limit, each worker, by the method of experimental reason, adding, 
through publication in the academies of learning, verifiable truths to the achievement of 
the past, the promise of the future.  
 
a14) Same, Melk courtyard with S. Nepomuk (CGB '59): + V detail 
b14) Same, Melk, interior, Church (CGB '59)  
14) Same, Melk, interior of the Dome (CGB '59)  
 

Music: Again, same Buxtehude, close, but starting earlier 
 
 In regard to the question already raised:  How is motion conserved through 
physical exchanges? — nothing could reach further than Leibniz' three equations, of 
which the last — for live-force, where velocity squared matches the height through which 
a weight falls (the work to lift it there) — led to a cosmic insight:  that such absolute 
force (to be called energy) is the eternal ground of the world; that even when friction 
damps the momentum of a body, there is no loss, but a complex exchange between the 
motion of the whole and of its molecular parts.  Leibniz:  
 

But this loss of total force, this failure of the third equation, does not 
detract from the inviolable truth of the law of the conservation of the 
same force in the world.  For that which is absorbed by the minute 
parts (as heat) is not absolutely lost to the universe, though lost 
for...the concurrent bodies.  

(close Buxtehude)  
 
Va15) Schlüter, 1698-1700, Chained Captive, from the Great Electors' Monument, 

Berlin; first, video detail  
b15) Schlüter, 1698, One of 21 Masks of Dying Warriors, Zeughaus, Berlin 

(video, detail only)  
Vc15) Again Schlüter, another Chained Captive, from Electors' Monument, Berlin  
d15) Schlüter, 1705, Death, from the Sarcophagus of Queen Sophia Charlotte, 

Dom, Berlin  
Ve15) Schlüter, 1700, Tomb: Death and Child, detail, Nikolaikirche, Berlin  
15) A. Schlüter, c. 1698, another one of 21 Masks of Dying Warriors, 

Zeughaus, Berlin  
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 Yet in Andreas Schlüter, chief architect and sculptor of that northern Germany, 
what Wagnerian premonition disposed his carving to chained captives, hooded figures of 
death, dying Warriors from Germanic myth?  
 

Music: Buxtehude, c. 1700(?), Passacaglia in D minor (close), Nonesuch 
H-71188  

 
 So in Buxtehude's B-Minor Passacaglia, the ground-bass celebration of order 
rounds on itself in a chromatic brooding, to evoke Bach's Passacaglia in C Minor.  
 
 And even in a science throned over Baroque debacle and vagrant moods — in 
Leibniz' proclamation of active force as the substance of change, there lurks the Eleatic 
axiom of changelessness, Aristotle's:  "surely the substratum cannot cause itself to move."  
The vital mystery once invoked to stir inert matter, becomes a reservoir, powerless to stir 
itself.  The Deist clockwork yawns over an entropic void which the Romantic century 
would unveil — the contradiction that energy, though eternal, can only run down hill, to a 
stagnation in which it denies its name.  
 
a16) Rigaud, 1701, Louis XIV, Louvre, Paris; + V details  
16) Double: [A] Again, a16, Rigaud, Louis XIV; and [B] David, 1810-12, 

Napoleon in his Study, National Gallery, Washington, D.C. 
16a) Right side of Double, David's Napoleon; here, video shows six details only, 

then returns to 16, the double 
 
 In France the century of Voltaire (the rational utopia of Eldorado at its core — 
though Candide had fretted there) begins with the formal assertion of this Louis XIV, 
1701, who sustains the robe of Divine Right not by the old Judgment Throne, from which 
he has risen, but on his own high-heeled legs, pillars of the rational pomp that was 
pouring, in all the arts, from Versailles over Europe — "the agent force... in bodies 
themselves..."  
 
 That century breaks into the 19th with the more pragmatic boast of Napoleon, 
Faustian self-maker — the painter David well aware of ringing the changes on Rigaud's 
Louis.  This emperor also rises, his sheathed sword on the heraldic honey-bee chair, 
working throne of Rousseau's Lawgiver.  Had not Rousseau's 1762 Social Contract 
voiced the world's most ironic prophecy? —  
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There is still one country in Europe capable of receiving laws:  it is 
Corsica… I have a presentiment this little island will some day 
astonish Europe.  

 
The candle has burnt to a nub; the clock stands at 4:13; under the Egyptian lion desk lies 
Plutarch's tome of the past, of the great Greeks and Romans; above, just signed, and the 
goose quill pen laid down, is the scroll of the Napoleonic Code.  
 
Between those great thrusts of Baroque and Revolution, the 18th century enacts its 
civilized play.  
 
17) Wm. Hogarth, 1743-4, Marriage à la Mode #4, The Countess' Levée, 

National Gallery, London; + V details and a return to the whole (where slide 
show has only one detail, a17, left of center, and then the whole)  

 
Music: Boyce, pub. 1760, Symphony #1 in B flat, from closing Allegro, 

BG S-70668  
 
— Thus in the England of Boyce and Hogarth:  this fourth scene from Marriage à la 
Mode, the Levée of the Countess (that woman in the yellow dress having her hair curled), 
a rich alderman's daughter married to a sickly Earl (the fop who sips chocolate, his hair 
also in curlers, though the music, with the other lady's raptures, would seem enough to 
curl it) — the Countess's lover, a lawyer who will kill the Earl in a duel, lounges on a 
sofa; a black boy in front points to a statue of horns; on the wall Correggio's Io, cloud-
embraced, instructs the clandestine in their play.      (end 

Boyce)  
 
Va18) Fragonard, c. 1770(?), The Two Lovers, Leopold Rey Collection, Sion  
18) Fragonard, c. 1776, La Chemise enlevée, Louvre, Paris; first, video detail  
18a) Fragonard, c. 1770(?) The Peeping Children, Louvre, Paris  
 

Music: Rameau, Impatience, Cantata, 2nd recitative, "Les Oiseaux,"  
(78 Album) Technichord 2  

 
 In Fragonard's Paris, as to the sensuous seduction of Rameau, Cupid pulls off 
madam's nightgown — a curious art-focus in 1767, France already on the whirls sloping 
toward Revolution.  

(close Recitative)  
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19) Luis Paret, c. 1770(?), Charles III dining before his court, Prado, Madrid; 
first, video detail 

V19a) Tiepolo, 1764-66, "Apotheosis... Spanish Monarchy," detail, Royal Palace, 
Madrid  

19b) Again, Paret, Charles III dining, detail, Prado, Madrid  
V19c) Watteau, 1717, Embarkation for Cythera, detail of a couple, Paris, Louvre  
 

Music: Soler, c. 1770(?), from Concerto No. 1 for two organs, opening, 
Col. MS 7174  

 
 In the Spain of Scarlatti's devotee Soler, and about the time of the American 
Revolt, Paret shows an Enlightened Charles III dining before his court.  Above, Tiepolo's 
frescoes carry the glorification of the Spanish line from Baroque Italy into the 
apprenticeship of Goya.  To the cost, the irreality, of keeping up the old-regime façade 
around the would-be royal liberals of the Age of Reason, summon Lord Chesterfield:  
 

It is an active, cheerful, officious, seducing good-breeding that must 
gain you the good will and first sentiments of the men and the 
affections of the women.  You must carefully watch and attend to their 
passions, their tastes, their little humours and weaknesses, and aller... 
au devant.  

(fade Soler)  
 
Va20) Sir Joshua Reynolds, 1748, Self-Portrait, National Portrait Gallery, London 

(video: detail only) 
b20) Ant. Ralph Mengs, c. 1775, Self-Portrait, Hermitage, Leningrad  
20) Pieter von Verschaffelt, c. 1760(?), Bust of Himself, Historisches Museum, 

Speyer; + V detail 
 

Music: Haydn, 1764, Symphony No.22 in E flat ("Der Philosoph"),  HSLP 
1009  

 
 But something else was coming to birth:  an immediate declaration of human 
value, Burns:  "A man's a man for a' that"; and "That man to man the world o'er/ Shall 
brithers be for a'that."  We read it in this self-portrait by the sculptor Verschaffelt, active 
in Mannheim while the symphony was developing there, when Haydn, following the 
Mannheim lead, wrote his 22nd, called "The Philosopher".  
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21) Alan Ramsay, 1766, Portrait of J.J. Rousseau, National Gallery of 
Scotland, Edinburgh 

V21a) Gainsborough, 1754, Self-Portrait, Marchioness of Cholmondeley's 
Collection, Norfolk 

V21b) Fragonard, 1773-76, The Donkey's Stable, Veil-Picard Collection, Paris 
V21c) Ramsay, 1754-55, The Painter's Wife, National Gallery of Scotland, 

Edinburgh 
21d) Liotard, c. 1765(?), Portrait of the Artist, Museum of Art and History, 

Geneva 
 
 The man who gave his name to all that was Jean Jacques Rousseau.  Does the 
portrait by the Scot, Ramsay, hint at the complexities under Rousseau's appeal to Nature?  
(On the Origin of Inequality)  
 

That men are bad; my sad experience proves.  But man is naturally 
good, as I have shown... It is the spirit and inequality of society, that 
perverts our natural inclinations.  

 
(Emile)  
 

Respect childhood... Allow nature to act in her way... Is it nothing to 
be happy?  To jump, play and run?… What would you think of a man 
who, in order to turn his whole life to profitable account, would never 
take time to sleep?... Reflect that childhood is the sleep of reason.  

 
(Confessions)  
 

How came it to pass that I, a man of naturally expansive soul, 
...consumed by the desire of loving, without ever having been able to 
satisfy it completely, saw myself approaching the portals of old age, 
and dying without having lived.  

(fade "The Philosopher")  
 
22) Fuseli 1799-1801, Silence, from the destroyed Melancholy, Kunsthaus, 

Zurich  
V22a) Anne Girodet, 1808, The Funeral of Atala, Louvre, Paris  
V22b) J. Vernet, 1777, The Storm, Calvert Mus., Avignon  
22c) John Flaxman, c. 1780(?), Chatterton takes Poison from the Spirit of 

Despair, Private Collection, England  
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22d) Carstens, 1795, Night with her Children, Sleep and Death, Schlossmuseum, 
Weimar  

22e) Canova, c. 1818-22, Lament for Abel, Gipsoteca, Possagno  
 
 Impulse so trusted opens through Revolution to Romantic:  to Fuseli's turn of the 
century Silence from his destroyed Melancholy.  It leads in France to Chenier:  
 

Pleurez, doux alcyons!... la jeune Tarentine! 
Son beau corps a roulé sous la vague marine...  

 
In England Cowper compares his life of insanity and despair with that of another 
castaway:  
 

No voice divine the storm allay'd  
 No light propitious shone;  
When, snatch'd from all effectual aid,  
 We perish'd, each alone:  
But I beneath a rougher sea,  
And whelm'd in deeper gulphs than he.  

 
In Germany the brooding of Klopstock passes from Hölty    
 

Und die einsame Träne  
Bebt mir heisser die Wang' herab! —  

 
to Goethe:  
 

Wer nie sein Brot mit Tränen asz...  
Der kennt euch nicht, ihr himmlischen Mächte.  

 
In Italy, Alfieri's tragic preoccupation vaults over 1800 to Leopardi:  
 

   Amaro e noia  
La vita, altro mai nulla; e fango è il mondo.  

 
23) Telescopes, 1609 and 1897, Galileo's and Yerkes 40"x64', Splendour of the 

Heavens, p. 41  
V23a) Harvey, 1619(?), Experiments on a bandaged arm, from Circulation of the 

Blood  
23b) Air Pressure, 1654 (pub. 1672): Demonstration of Guericke's air pump 

against the pull of horses, detail of engraved plate  
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V23c) Astronomy and Physics 1676 (pub. 1730): Roemer, Design for "The Finite 
Velocity of Light", from the moons of Jupiter as timed across Earth's orbit  

23d) Newcomen, c. 1726(?), Early Pumping Steam Engine  
V23e) Galvani, 1792, Experiments with Animal Electricity  
V23f) Lavoisier, late 18th cent., Reconstruction of his Lab, Conservatoire Mus., 

Paris  
23g) Herschel, 1789, 40-foot Telescope, Slough, England  
 
 But science (from Galileo's telescopes to the Yerkes refractor, 40 inches by 64 
feet) held to the course Pascal had long discounted:  
 

we burn... to find solid ground and an ultimate sure foundation 
whereon to build a tower reaching to the Infinite.  

 
1609 and '18: 
 Kepler's Laws;  
1619: Harvey proves the Circulation of the Blood; 
1637: Descartes' Analytical Geometry;  
1654: Guericke's air pump against the pull of horses; thereafter, his electric machine;  
1660: Boyle's Gas Laws;  
1676: Roemer clocks light from the moons of Jupiter; 
1678: Huyghens, the theory of light as waves; 
1687: Newton's Principia; 1675-1717, his corpuscular optics;  
18th century:  
 Newcomen's steam engines with Watt's improvements; 
1735 and after: 
 Linneus, Systema Naturae;  
1745 and after: 
 Electricity pursued by Franklin, Galvani, Volta; 
1749: Buffon, Newtonian synthesis of cosmic evolution; 
1774: Priestley; 1777: Lavoisier — an oxygen-based chemistry of combustion; 
1789: Herschel's great reflector;  
1798: Cavendish measures the gravitational constant to weight the universe;  
end of the 18th century: 
 La Place, probability, Celestial Mechanics:  God? "No need for that 

hypothesis".  
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24) Starlight, prism and spectrum, from Book of Knowledge, Vol. 9 
V24a) Astronomy:  Full Moon as Photographed by Apollo VIII  
24b) Rainbow, 1981, East, from 1260 Canyon Rd., Santa Fe (CGB '81) 
V24c) Aurora Borealis, photo by Tarnjörn Lörgren 
V24d) Goya, 1788-89, Blind Man's Bluff, Prado, Madrid  
V24e) Photograph of Lightning bolt (cf. Nature, slide 59)  
 
 A tower to the Infinite.  (This imagined spectrum from the light of a star.)  Yet the 
romantic close of the century was also to trigger in the science of thermodynamics which 
the older Carnot, strategist of the Revolution, would leave to his son, the dilemma 
foreseen in Leibniz, that indestructible energy may go slack.  So for the theology of 
rational science, Pascal had the last word:  "But our whole groundwork cracks and the 
earth opens to abysses." — the particle-wave ambivalence of light deeply bedded in 18th 
century (in England from Newton to Young); the ambivalence of matter as atom and 
field, working from Galvani toward the assumed stretched bands of Faraday's electric 
force, in void.   
 
 The two stories we seem to be telling of 18th century — one an art vagary of 
reason's mockery and heart's search, the other a scientific dream of unlimited progress — 
begin to converge.  
 
Va25) F.E. Juvarra, 1717-31, detail of Basilica di Superga, on a mountain near 

Turin  
25) Guatemalan Baroque, 1638, 1668, and 1728, Señora del Carmen, Antigua 

(CGB '74)  
 
 Through the first quarter of the century, while Melk was raising High Baroque 
over the Danube, and the great vaunt was flowing out everywhere, from Bernini and 
Borromini of Rome, through Juvarra in Turin and the Churrigueresque in Spain, all the 
way to this earthquake-destroyed, 1728-rebuilt, and again destroyed Señora del Carmen in 
Guatemalan Antigua — through those same years,  
 
Va26) J.B. Pater, c. 1725, Fête Champêtre, Dublin (CGB '74)  
Vb26) Lancret, 1720, Dance in Pavilion, Schloß Charlottenburg, Berlin  
Vc26) Watteau, 1720, L'Enseigne de Gersaint, detail, from the left side, Louvre, 

Paris (all the above are replaced in the slide show by d26) 
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d26) Lancret c. 1720(?), Le Moulinet, detail of the lower half, Staatliche Gal., 
Berlin; from this, video shows a couple only, bottom right 

26) Same, the whole; here video shows only the lower half 
V26a) Rigaud, 1735, Pres. Gaspard de Gueidan playing bagpipe, Mus., Aix-en-

Provençe; digital variies this sequence, dropping some V slides 
 

Music: Fr. Couperin, 1722, 4th Concert Royal, beginning of last move-
ment, Nonesuch 73014 ("Courts")  

 
Couperin in Paris, with Watteau and his followers, here Lancret, were refining the 
sentiment and fragile wit of Rocooco.  In England Congreve marks the transition 
(Millamant's contemplation of marriage in The Way of the World, 1700):  
 

My dear liberty, shall I leave thee?...'tis more than impossible — 
positively, Mirabell, I'll lie abed in a morning as long as I please.   
 

Mirabell: 
Then I'll get up in a morning as early as I please.  
 

Millament:  
Ah! idle creature, get up when you will...  

 
Pope polished the verse —  
 

Snuff, or the fan, supply each pause of chat,  
With singing, laughing, ogling, and all that —  

 
which Gay would apply in "Trivia":  
 

The ladies gayly dres'd, the Mall  adorn  
With various dyes, and paint the sunny morn...  
You'll sometimes meet a fop, of nicest tread,  
Whose mantling peruke veils his empty head...  
Him, like the miller, pass with caution by,  
Lest from his shoulder clouds of powder fly...  

(fade Couperin)  
 
a27) Magnasco, 1731, Church Thieves attacked by skeletons, Chiesa di S. Maria 

Assunta, Campomorto (Pavia); + V detail 
27) Magnasco, 1720-30, Monks in a Landscape, Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam; 

video:  upper detail only  
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27a) Magnasco, c. 1720-30, Storm scene with fleeing Monks, detail, Brera, 
Milan; video:  closer detail (then video returns to a lower detail of 27)  

V27b) Hogarth, 1733-35, Debtors' Prison, Soane Museum, London  
 

Music: Tartini, c. 1745, from Siciliana, Sonata #2 for Violin and Cello 
SAWT-9592-B  

 
 But the 18th-century break sharpened also within Rococo a fierce counterpole to 
the courtly; Magnasco's irony of monks in the old skull-caves of earth, the dissonances, 
here of Devil's-trill Tartini, speak what from darker Baroque (Dryden) —  
 

When I consider life, 'tis all a cheat...  
I'm tired of waiting for this chemic gold,  
Which fools us young, and beggars us when old —  

 
through Swift (as of religious sects, worshippers of wind, inspired — literally, blown 
into) —  
 

with every man a pair of bellows applied to his neighbors breech... 
after certain gripings, the wind and vapours issuing forth, having first, 
by their turbulence and convulsions within, caused an earthquake in 
man's little world, distorted the mouth, bloated the cheeks, and given 
the eyes a terrible kind of relievo.  At which junctures all their belches 
were received for sacred, the sourer the better, and swallowed with 
infinite consolation by their meager devotees — 

 
clouds to Johnson's "Vanity of Human Wishes":  
 

That life protracted is protracted woe… 
(fade Tartini) 

 
28) Diezenhofer, Hildebrandt, etc., 1711 ff., Pommersfelden, Stables (CGB '52); 

+ V detail  
 

Music: Bach, 1721, 3rd Brandenburg Concerto, from close of lst 
movement, London LPS 226  

 
 In Bach's Germany, Rococo innovation, courtly or splenetic, is carried, like the 
Brandenburg Concerti, on the great surge of residual Baroque.  Conceive the Palace of 
Pommersfelden from the pomp of these stables!  
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29) Same, Pommersfelden, main house across the grounds (CGB '52); + V detail of 
reflection             (the two adagio chords)  
30) Same, Pommersfelden, inner detail of the Banqueting Hall (CGB '52); 
+ V closer detail of the ceiling           (closing allegro)  

 
 Though even in Bach, or in the decoration of Pommersfelden — within the might 
of Baroque — the style-lightening of Rococo is brilliantly advanced.   
         (fade 3rd Brandenburg)  
 
a31) Same, Pommersfelden, Stairhall (CGB '52); + V details 
31) G.R. Donner 1735, St. Martin and the Beggar, from High Altar, Dom, 

Pressburg; + V details 
 

Music: Bach, c. 1720(?), from 2nd movement, Concerto in D for 2 Violins 
and Orchestra, SAWT 9508-A Ex  

 
 Yet through that extravagance and preciosity, the classical and pre-romantic was 
being explored — a melodious interfolding in which Bach's Largo of the Concerto for 
two violins seems to outdistance the works of his sons.  In Viennese sculpture, Donner's 
St. Martin and the Beggar, cast in lead, so rounds its conscious contours.  In poetry 
Klopstock's Messias (in classical hexameters, the first three cantos, published in 1748, the 
others thereafter) evokes out of Milton such neo-Attic Baroque:  
 

"Seraph, I will descend... Follow me, my chosen, in your beauty from 
afar." —  (CGB) 
 
"Seraph, ich steig' hinunter... Folge mir, mein Erwählte, in deiner 
Schöne von fern nach." (Canto 5)  

 
32) Donner, 1739, detail from Andromeda Fountain, Altes Rathaus, Vienna 
V32a) Donner, 1737-39, River Goddess, from Neuer Markt Fountain, Vienna 

(CGB '77)  
V32b&c) Same, a River God, Variant views (CGB '77) 
 
 Donner's Andromeda is a fountainhead of that swelling idealism.  "These the 
seraph freed, and robed their new aspiring forms in deathless radiance" — "Diese 
verklärte der Seraph und goß unsterbliche Strahlen/ Um den neuen, schwebenden Leib."  
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33) Zimmermann, 1755-57, Ceiling, Gods of Olympus, Great Hall, Nymphenburg, 
Munich; + V detail (CGB ‘59) 

 
 Zimmermann's last ceilings melt Baroque and Rococo, Renaissance and Classical 
into a rainbow of academic romance.  (Klopstock):  
 

On the other verge of the road of suns raised himself  
Upon his gleaming chariot, Eloa, against whose coming  
Through all heaven beat a thousand-voiced acclaim  
That rang about the golden axles.  Behind him like clouds  
Billowed his robes and streaming hair...  (CGB) 

(fade Bach)  
 
34) French, 1762, Frontispiece of de Fontenelle's Sur la Pluralité des Mondes 

(video:  center detail only)  
V34a) Composite photo of Milky Way Galaxy (cf. Now III, C of slide 154a) 
V34b) M83: Spiral Nebula in Centaurus (Malin photo); then video returns to the 

whole of 34, + another detail 
 
 Even the new astronomy is whipped into Klopstock's God and Seraph journey 
from heaven to earth:  
 

The Almighty passed the star-field named the Milky Way,  
(A thousand stellar miles, the space from sun to sun  
His measure) as he neared a world where men also  
Were found, like us, but innocent, immortal forms...  (CGB) 

 
Kant's 1755 Island Universes are nebular systems of suns, like our Milky Way; so this 
1762 edition of de Fontenelle's Sur la Pluralité des Mondes floats the solar system in a 
cloud of angel-faced stars, each circled by planetary worlds.  
 
a35) F.X. Schmaedl, c. 1760(?), Bavarian Baroque, Rottenbuch, Bavaria 

(CGB '59); video: horizontal detail only  
35) Same, Pulpit, Rottenbuch, Bavaria (CGB '59); while video shows three 

details:  above, below, and below but closer 
 

Music: K.P.E. Bach, 1749, from Magnificat, "Fecit potentiam,"  Bach Guild-
552  
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 It was within Bach's lifetime that his own sons took up the gallant style of Italy, 
France, and Mannheim, parallelling (against the weight of the old Baroque) the passionate 
levity of Rottenbuch Pulpit.  Let K.P.E. Bach's Magnificat, composed a year before 
Johann Sebastian's death, rear the expressive arch to Haydn and Mozart.  

(fade "Fecit Potentiam")  
 
For Va36) Schmaedl, Rottenbuch; video returns to a closer detail of a35 
36) Same, Pulpit, detail of Luke (CGB '59); + V detail 
 

Music: K.P.E. Bach, Magnificat, continued, from "Deposuit",  Bach Guild-
552  

 
 In the St. Luke of that pulpit, Baroque force, by the always more personal 
involvement of the advancing century, anticipates Storm and Stress.   
      (fade "Deposuit")  
 
37) Maulbertsch, c. 1755, Holy Family with Saints, Österreichische Galerie, Wien 
37a) Same, horizontal detail (which video replaces with three details) 
 

Music: K.P.E. Bach, Magnificat, continued, Esurientes  (2nd repeat, vocal) 
BG-552  

 
 In painting Maulbertsch is the master of that search, where the base of Italian 
chiaroscuro is stretched and whirled on the agitations of person.    
          (close "Esurientes"  vocal) 
 
38) Joh. Mich. Fischer, 1732-39, Façade of Diessen, Bavaria (CGB '59); 

+ V details 
 

Music: K.P.E. Bach, Magnificat, continued, Instrumental close of 
"Esurientes",  BG-552  

 
 As emotion ebbs, Philip Emanuel's instrumental texture is as suave as Johann 
Michael Fischer's caressing of Diessen façade.  

(close "Esurientes"  section)  
 
a39) D. and J.B. Zimmermann, 1746-54, Die Wieskirche (among fields and 

snowy mountains; CGB '86)  
Vb39) Same, Die Wieskirche, from the south-west (CGB '86)  
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39) Same, detail of West front, sun and shadows (CGB '86)  
 

Music: Haydn, 1766, "Great" Organ Mass No. 2 (E flat), opening, 
Deutsche Gram. LPM 18 756  

 
 The Meadow Church (Die Wieskirche, finished 1754), is Zimmermann's final 
gem of openness and delight.  Haydn had written his first mass while it was building; the 
second, the "Great" Organ Mass (whence this Kyrie) followed the church by 12 years.  
Amazing, in a cult and tradition so ornately sectarian, heart's appeal to nature.  

(fade Haydn)  
 
Va40) Same, interior, detail:  windows, columns, and fanciful arches  
Vb40) Same, interior, stucco and fresco (CGB '59)  
40) Same, wide angle view upward toward choir (CGB '86) 
 

Music: Mozart, 1779, "Coronation" Mass (C Major), Benedictus  to Hosan-
na,  Nonesuch H-1041  

 
 To enter the Wieskirche, is to pursue Rococo almost to the Coronation 
extravagance and joyful immediacy of Mozart.  

(end Hosannah)  
 
Va41) Cuvillies, 1734-39, Hall of Mirrors, Allegory of Water and Fishing, stucco 

detail, Amalienburg, Nymphenburg, München 
41) Same, wider view, mirrors and ornament, (CGB '59; cf. Bach a65) 
V41a) Same, through a door (CGB '59); to which video adds another detail of slide 

41 
 

Music: J.S. Bach, from Prelude, Fugue, and Allegro in E-flat (interlude in 
fugue), (Landowska) RCA-V-LM 1217 (1) (or VIC 1594) 

 
 In the hunting lodge of the Nymphenburg, Cuvillies had brought Rococo 
lightening to its secular triumph — the silver frosting of a mirrored filigree.  But did not 
the old Bach himself tend that way whenever he touched the harpsichord in the manner of 
Couperin?  

(fade Landowska)  
 
 For the fused polarity of Baroque against Rococo, we go from this hall of the 
Amalienburg a few miles north,  
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42) Asam Brothers, 1717-35, detail of carved vault, Weltenburg Cloister, 

Bavaria (CGB '59); first, video closer details 
V42a) Same, whole ceiling, carved border and fresco (video cuts to half) 
V42b) Same, half of the ceiling fresco (CGB '59) 
 

Music: Bach, 1709(?), Toccata and Fugue in D minor, close, (Kraft) Vox 
PL 11-440  

 
to a vault the Asam Brothers were constructing about the same time (1735) at Weltenburg 
on the Danube.  Yet the same Bach whose harpsichord interlude matched the one, in his 
organ toccatas and fugues, gives the other its strongest cognate.  But the stretch from this 
mighty Baroque         (end Toccata and Fugue in D minor)  
 
2nd 41) Again, 41, Amalienburg, wider view; while video shows a lower section of 

41 
 
to the weightlessness of Cuvillies, exhibits the 18th century already in Berkeleian flight  
 
2nd 42) Detail of 42; while video pans to a closer detail 
 
from the solidarities of Leibniz, of assertive cadence, muscled gesture, intestinal clouds 
— the whole conscious rhetoric of the formulated earth.  
 
43) French Flamboyant, c. 1510 (on 13th cent.), Frieze of the Sanctuary, St.  

Pierre, Caen (CGB '74) 
V43a) Same, Sanctuary, c. 1520 ff., St. Augustine, with a Flamboyant vault 

(CGB '74) 
 

Music: Paumann, c. 1455, "Des klaffers neyden"  (Tablature), pos. organ, 
ARC 3222  

 
 It is a winging which might take us back, at least 200 years, to a prior vaulted 
filigree — the last defiance of space and mass in the lacework of Flamboyant stone (St. 
Pierre in Caen), with a setting by the 15th-century blind organist, Conrad Paumann, of 
Nuremberg. 

(fade Paumann)  
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44) English, 13th century, 1540, and 1753, Neo-Gothic, Lacock Abbey, Wiltshire 
(CGB '67); with video details 

 
 Small wonder the wished revival of the style Congreve had called "rude as 
Gothic" was already under way.  
 

Music: Thomas Arne, 1738, from Comus, Dance of the Naiads, Largo, 
L'Oiseau-Lyre OLS 141 (side 3) 

 
 It is always a happy surprise, traveling abroad, to move from the ostentations of 
the courtly Continent, to the special green of rural England.  Is the charm of Lacock 
Abbey backward or forward looking?  A 13th-century monastery was here, which became 
a Tudor House at the Reformation, yet it was tenderly Gothicized after 1750, and what 
estate near Bath would so perfectly fit the romance of Jane Austen's Northanger Abbey?  
 
45) English revived Gothic, 1740 (from 15th cent.), Blue Drawing Room, St. 

Michael's Mount, Cornwall; + V detail 
 
 So Thomas Arne, enamoured of Elizabethan music, Shakespeare and Milton, was 
reviving and exploring, as in his 1738 Comus, a style of pre-romantic and ballad 
simplicity.  
 
 About the same time, at St. Michael's Mount in Cornwall, the 15th-century Lady 
Chapel of another ancient priory became such a neo-Gothic parlor as any of Austen's 
heroines 60 years later might have visited in demure pursuit of eligible Knightleys, 
Bingleys, Brandons, Bartrams, Wentworths.    (close Arne Dance)  
 
46) French Romanesque Castle, 11th cent., Loches, Keep, Indre-et-Loire  
V46a, ‘95 Edit)  R. Haldingham, c. 1290, Mappa Mundi, Hereford Cathedral 
V46b) English, 1066 ff., Scolland's Hall, Richmond, England  
 
 To have come, from the 11th-century castle, to that house, is as clear a progress as 
in experimental science — however we reserve the right to prefer the castle (provided we 
are not required to live there); indeed, some have similarly chosen the God-synthesis of 
medieval thought (though Pound said "Aquinas map not valid now") over a technology 
which cannot deal with its atomic and industrial wastes.  Maybe, with wall-hangings and 
the fire-logs of a forested land, they kept cheerful enough in those halls and towers 
(though we can hardly conceive it);  
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47) English Paladian (C. Campbell), 1722, Stourhead House, Wiltshire (CGB '59); 

+ V detail 
 
but the Palladian delight of Stourhead, which Fielding would turn to Tudor brick, 
preserves from 1722 what our millionaires might still aspire to live in.  (Though heating 
and plumbing, even since the Jamesian era, have advanced, again, at some cost to the 
globe — the question of science and progress being always the hidden cost.)  
 
Va48) English Paladian (Roger Morris), 1736-37, Bridge, Wilton House, Wiltshire 
48) Thomas Gainsborough, c. 1751-2, The Painter, his Wife and Daughter, 

Marchioness of Cholmondeley, Houghton  
48a) Same, detail 
48b) Gainsborough, c. 1780(?), Margaret Gainsborough, National Gallery, 

London  
 

Music: Thomas Arne, Comus (continued), Ballad: "On every hill in ev'ry 
grove"  

 
 Anyway, as the Palladian and Gothicizing scene of musical Arne and Fielding 
would remind us, the familiar mode of freehold humanity had been made lovable, from 
early in the century, by Addison's Sir Roger de Coverley — a country right-mindedness 
which reaches through novels and essays, the early paintings of Gainsborough (this about 
1751, the artist with his young wife and daughter), to Goldsmith, who spreads it over 
Europe, and to Fanny Burney, whose Evelina prepares for the balanced good of Austen:  
   (fade Arne)  
 

Persuasion:  
There they returned again into the past, more exquisitely happy, 
perhaps in their re-union, than when it had been first projected; more 
tender, more tried, more fixed in a knowledge of each other's character, 
truth, and attachment; more equal to act, more justified in acting.  

 
a49) P. Longhi, 1740-45, Artist Painting a Lady's Portrait, whole, National 

Gallery, Dublin (CGB '74); first, video detail 
49) Same, Lady's Portrait, detail (CGB '74); video:  closer detail only 
 

Music: Haydn, 1755, Trio of Quartet Op. 1, #6, Haydn Quartet Society  
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 It is a study in the dialectic of one-many, to compare Pietro Longhi's Venetian 
mid-century family scene (a lady escorted by her husband for her portrait).  How little it 
shares in the English openness of manner, yet how unmistakably is embraced in a single 
horizon of enlightened emergence from the artifice of court.  And could not Haydn's 
plucked-string trio from an Opus 1 Quartet have moved either way — to the Italy from 
which it was inspired, or to the England which would make Haydn's music a household 
entertainment?            (fade Haydn trio)  
 
a50) Fr. Boucher, 1759, Pan and Syrinx, National Gallery, London  
50) Boucher, 1748, The Triumph of Venus, National Museum, Stockholm; first, 

video detail 
 

Music: Rameau, c. 1740(?), from L'Impatience, Air gai, Technichord T-2 
(78)  

 
 Meanwhile, even in Paris, bastion of absentee noble play, of which Lord 
Chesterfield:  
 

I should have thought that Lord     , at his age, with his parts and 
address, need not have been reduced to keep an opera whore in such a 
place as Paris, where so many women of fashion generously serve as 
volunteers —  

 
Boucher sweetening the opulence of Baroque for the Venus Triumph of all those high-
born volunteers; Rameau seductively reclaiming the heroic cantata;  
 
51) J. H. Fragonard, c. 1765, The Bathers, Louvre, Paris (CGB '80); first, video 

detail        (fade Rameau) 
 
Fragonard (past Boucher) subliming into pure fluff the copulative drive of flesh, as if 
revolution and all could be staved off by nymphic sprees —  
 
52) Boucher, 1750, Landscape with a Mill, Musée, Orleans; first, video detail 
52a) Mill House by Mique and H. Robert 1783, Marie Antoinette's Hamlet, Park 

of the Petit Trianon, Versailles, France  
 
even in that Paris, must not romantic wish have been as deeply seated as Rousseau was 
read, repudiated, and admired?  Boucher himself, between sports of sea-girls, brushes his 
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1750 Mill with the sighs that would lead Marie Antoinette to her cottage retreat in Ver-
sailles park.  
 
 Let it box the compass that Rousseau in his operas (for he also wrote music) 
seems to outdo Fragonard;  
 
Va2nd 51) Fragonard, 1780's, The Stolen Kiss, Hermitage, Leningrad 
Vb2nd 51) Fragonard, c. 1770(?), The Two Lovers, close detail, Leopold Rey 

Collection, Sion (cf. Va18) 
For 2nd 51) Fragonard, c. 1785, The Fountain of Love, The Wallace Collection, 

London  
 

Music: J.J. Rousseau, 1752, Le Devin du Village, "Avec l'objet de mes 
Amours,"  AS 54        (fade) 

 
For 2nd 52) Boucher, 1755, Landscape with a Water Mill, National Gallery, 

London; first, video detail 
 

Music: Rameau, 1737, Minuet from Castor and Pollux, Decca CA 8153 
(78)  

 
while witty Rameau, as in this minuet from Castor and Pollux, wakes the strain that 
would flow through Glück and Mozart into a century of longing.  
 
53) Chardin, c. 1745 (or 1733?), Soap Bubbles, National Gallery, Washing-

ton D.C.; first, video detail 
 
 Chardin, indeed, through two generations of court frolic, had quietly pursued the 
plastic composition of fables of the heart.  

(fade Rameau) 
 
1st 54) Joseph Vernet, c. 1745, The Ponte Rotto (Rome), Louvre, Paris; first, video 

detail 
 
 Before mid-century, the cult of the antique, of which Winkelmann would become 
spokesman, was drawing pre-romantics to Rome.  Vernet sketched the Ponte Rotto in 
1745.  And it was he who, at the same time,  
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For 1st 55) Richard Wilson, 1755(?), View of Rome from Villa Medici, Ashmolean 
Museum, Oxford (cf. V1st 55) 

 
guided the deeper genius of Richard Wilson into landscape.  The radiance of Cuyp is 
recovered, in inwardness — as in Kant, will secures what pure reason had forfeited.  In 
music, the first fruit of that revival is Gluck's Orpheus, with the wistful dance of Elysian 
spirits.  
 
V2nd 54) Again, Vernet, Ponte Rotto, closer detail (while slide show goes at once to 

2nd 55) 
 

Music: Gluck, 1762, Orfeo ed Euridice, Act II, Che puro ciel, London 
LL 924 (B) 

 
 In English poetry, Gray's "Elegy" still breathes that solemn hush:  (1750)  
 
2nd 55) Richard Wilson, 1760(?), Oil sketch: River with Ruins, National Museum, 

Wales 
2nd 55a) Same, central detail 
2nd 55b) Christian G. Schütz, c. 1770, Valley of the Main with Thunderstorm, 

Neue Pinakothek, München (CGB '59); + V detail, from V2nd 55c (to 
which video adds from 2nd 55, R. Wilson, a detail, far left) 

 
The Curfew tolls the knell of parting day,  
The lowing herd wind slowly o'er the lea,  
The plowman homeward plods his weary way,  
And leaves the world to darkness and to me.  
 
Now fades the glimmering landscape on the sight  
And all the air a solemn stillness holds,  
Save where the beetle wheels his droning flight,  
And drowsy tinklings lull the distant folds;  
 
Save that from yonder ivy-mantled tow'r  
The moping owl does to the moon complain  
Of such as wand'ring near her secret bow'r  
Molest her ancient solitary reign...  

 
Collins had caught it in the "Ode to Evening" (1746):  
 

Then lead, calm vot'ress, where some sheety lake  
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Cheers the lone heath, or some time-hallow'd pile  
 Or upland fallows grey  
 Reflect its last cool gleam.  

(fade Orfeo and skip to chorus)  
 
a56) Gainsborough, c. 1785, Landscape with a Bridge, National Gallery of Art, 

Washington D.C.; + V detail  
56) Gainsborough, c. 1785, Landscape, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York 

City (CGB '74); + V detail 
 
(One of Gainsborough's misty late landscapes here enacting the Ode):  
 

But when chill blust'ring winds, or driving rain,  
Forbid my willing feet, be mine the hut  
 That from the mountain's side,  
 Views wilds, and swelling floods,  
 
And hamlets brown, and dim-discover'd spires,  
And hears their simple bell, and marks o'er all  
 Thy dewy fingers draw  
 The gradual dusky veil.  

 
Winckelmann's Greek mode become the mode of nature, the people's mode of feeling and 
earth, the romantic classicism of Goethe's Herrmann und Dorothea, or of Wordsworth's 
appeal to rustic life and the language of men.             (fade 

Gluck's Orfeo)  
 
Va57) George Stubbs, 1770, White Horse Frightened by a Lion, Walker Gallery, 

Liverpool; + V detail 
b57) Stubbs, 1765, Lion Attacking a Horse, Yale University Art Gallery, New 

Haven  
57) Stubbs, 1769, A Lion Devouring a Horse, Tate Gallery, London; + V detail 
 

Music: Haydn, 1772, from Fugue for 4 subjects, 4th movement of C Major 
Quartet, 0p. 20 #2, (Tartrai) Qualiton SL PX 11-332a (last two-
fifths) 

 
 In the polar reversal by which Cartesian reason, turned to Deistic clockwork and 
courtly pose, unseats itself and points to the intuitive successor (an action opened by 
Berkeley and climaxed by Kant  — Swift near the beginning, where reason drives the 
man mad; Paine toward the end, mad for an Age of Reason), in that scrimmage under the 
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polite surface of the world, the roofed unconscious of Blake's creative Hell, where Haydn 
was revitalizing the fugue as a ground of struggle, and George Stubbs (1769 Lion 
Devouring a Horse) turned animal realism to savage symbol — there everything splits 
from itself and fights on both sides.         (close Haydn Fugue)  
 
58) Sir Joshua Reynolds, c. 1765(?), Portrait of Dr. Johnson, Tate Gallery, 

London; + V detail 
58a) Reynolds, c. 1776, Dr. Samuel Johnson, Knole, Kent; + V detail 
 
 Sam Johnson in mid-stream holds the fort of mind, in the knowledge of its own 
and the world's vanity, sustained by a promise which faith could only credit, reason not 
confirm.  Of course he condemns all romantic and Rousseaunian innovators:  "Truth sir, 
is a cow which will give such fellows no more milk; sir, they are gone to milk the bull."  
Yet his immortal letter to Chesterfield is, under its formal robes, the most independent 
outbreak in the language:  
 

Seven years, my Lord, have now passed, since I waited in your 
outward rooms, or was repulsed from your door; during which time I 
have been pushing on my work through difficulties of which it is 
useless to complain, and have brought it, at last, to the verge of publi-
cation, without one act of assistance, one word of encouragement, or 
one smile of favour...  
 
 The notice which you have been pleased to take of my labours, had 
it been early, had been kind; but it has been delayed till I am 
indifferent, and cannot enjoy it; till I am solitary, and cannot impart it; 
till I am known, and do not want it...  
 
 Having carried on my work thus far with so little obligation to any 
favourer of learning, I shall not be disappointed though I should 
conclude it, if less be possible. with less; for I have been long wakened 
from that dream of hope, in which I once boasted myself with so much 
exultation,  
     MY  LORD,  
Your lordship's most humble, most obedient servant,  
       SAM.  JOHNSON  

 
Va59) Daniel Chodowiecki, 1771, engraving, the Artist's Family, National Print 

Gallery, Berlin  
Vb59) Double:  [A] Frans Hals, c. 1625, La Bohemienne, Louvre, Paris and [B] 

Hogarth, 1740(?), Shrimp Girl, National Gallery, London  
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c59) Jean-Baptiste Greuze, 1774, The Twelfth-Cake (detail), Musée Fabre, 
Montpelier (video takes detail from 59, whole) 

59) Same, Twelfth-Cake, whole  
59a) Double: [A] Greuze, c. 1765, The Morning Prayer, Musée Fabre, 

Montpelier, and [B] Greuze, c. 1768, The Broken Pitcher, detail, Louvre, 
Paris (video takes these singly from V59a A and B) 

 
 In Johnson's circle, Goldsmith published The Vicar of Wakefield in 1766, a novel 
which took Europe, most of all Goethe's Germany, by storm.  Here the plot in the grand 
manner, where good, ensnared by hypocrisy and evil until the world seems such a vale of 
dark that only the old appeal beyond time will serve, is suddenly delivered to the 
vindication of this best of all possible worlds — that Baroque cadence is here stretched to 
the limit.  Within its Leibnizian action, the Vicar and all his family (delivered from prison 
and oppression) become homespun models of truth and sensibility, calling mannered 
Europe to such values as Greuze, taking the pulse of his aristocratic clientelle, would 
enshrine, eight years later, in his picture of "The Twelfth Cake" — almost a pastiche of 
Goldsmith.  
 
 In the attempt to recover simplicity in an age of social artifice and irony, only 
fierce genius can avoid the mawkishness of Greuze (those crouching babes at Morning 
Prayers, that Pitcher Broken on the spouting phallic lion).  
 
60) Double:  [A] George Morland c. 1790(?), Soldier's Return, Lady Lever Art 

Gallery, and [B] A. Brouwer, 1635-8(?), Interior with peasants, Alte 
Pinakothek, München (video takes these singly, substituting for the 
Brouwer his Card Players, from the same gallery, see VA and B of 60)  

V60a) Double: A of 60, Soldier's Return, with 60b, Guinea Pigs, both Morland  
60b) Morland (same date and gallery?) Guinea Pigs (here video shows details 

only, below and above) 
 
 So what could we expect of poor George Morland, who wrote his own epitaph 
"Here lies a drunken dog"?  He was sold too short to give even his boozing scenes the 
Brouwer force of Burns:  
 

  a merry core  
O' randie, gangrel bodies  
In Poosie-Nansie's held the splore  
To drink their orra duddies...  
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What then when even Burns, in "The Cotter's Saturday Night," slips to the tearful verge:  
 

At length his lonely cot appears in view,  
Beneath the shelter of an aged tree;  
Th' expectant wee-things, toddlin, stacher through  
To meet their dad, wi' flichterin' noise and glee.  
 His wee bit ingle, blinkin bonilie,  
His clean hearth-stane, his thrifty wifie's smile,  
The lisping infant prattling on his knee,  
Does a' his weary kiaugh and care beguile,  
And makes him quite forget his labor and his toil.  

 
61) Gainsborough, 1777-78, The Honourable Frances Dunscombe, full-length, 

The Frick Collection, New York City  
V61a) Thomas Rowlandson, 1802, Blood Royal, detail, British Museum, London  
V61b) William Blake, 1794 (copy of 1818), Urizen plate 20, Burning Babe, 

Rosenwald Collection, Library of Congress, Washington D.C. (here video 
adds a half-length detail of 61, Lady Dunscombe) 

V61c) Gainsborough, 1785-86, Lady Sophia Charlotte Sheffield, National Trust, 
Waddeson Manor, Bucks (standing figure, from which video draws a half-
length detail) 

61d) Same, Lady Sheffield, detail, head and shoulders, from which video takes a 
close-up of the face, then returns to a half-length of 61, Lady Dunscombe 

 
 No social painter of England rose as Goya did, from courtly praise (this 
Gainsborough Lady Dunscombe), through such irony as Rowlandson's, to Revolutionary 
vision (as in Blake).  If mockery lurks under these robes and studio props, it is not overt; 
nor would the sitter have claimed the resemblance to Lady Teasle in Sheridan's School for 
Scandal of the same year:  
 

The hypocrite Joseph Surface, seducing her:  
Ah, my dear madam... 'tis this very conscious innocence that is of the 
greatest prejudice to you... What makes you run into a thousand little 
imprudences? — Why, the consciousness of your own innocence...  
 

Lady Teasle: 
So... then I must sin in my own defence, and part with my virtue to 
secure my reputation?  
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Though even in Sheridan, mockery yields to the Handel cadence of vice discomfited and 
virtue wed.  
 
62)  Thomas Lawrence, c.1810(?), Julia, Lady Peel, Frick Collection, New York 

City; + V details (cf. Panavue, V62) 
 
 It would cost the next century a groaning to cast that heroic baggage.  Yet in the 
Frick Gallery there is a room where one may take in, at a glance, Gainsborough's 
optimism of limitation, and on the other wall, the sensuous vulnerability of Lawrence's 
Julia, Lady Peel — ripe for Scott's Bride of Lammermoor, for the Brontes' Jane Eyre and 
Wuthering Heights, Hardy's Tess, or, in The Return of the Native, Eustacia Vye.  
 
 The 18th century, by the lure of Voltaire's smile, prone to an infection of heart.  
 
63) Guardi, 1784, Balloon Ascent over the Giudecca Canal, Staatliche Museen, 

Berlin-Dahlem (video:  details only) 
 
 In Venice the seventy-year-old Guardi shows us a gas balloon rising over the 
Giudecca Canal, while the beau-monde of what was already Revolutionary Europe, look 
on, though dressed still in the manner of court — like Goethe and Beethoven when they 
met the noble party and Goethe bowed and stepped down.  Through the play of fashion 
some defiant giant release is stirring, as from deep in the mineral veins of earth.  Proud 
Beethoven walked on; but it was Goethe's Mephisto who had said:  "This puff of 
hydrogen will do it" — and they were lifted into the air.  
 
64)  Venetian Gothic, 1424 ff., Doge's Palace, West Façade, Venice (CGB '59) 

(video:  detail only)  
V64a) Same, Doge's Palace, wider view  
64b) Italian late Gothic, c. 1380-1452 ff., Apse of Milan Cathedral 
 

Music: Matteo da Perugia, c. 1400(?), Gloria in Excelsis,  OL 1 (78)  
 
 For the taste of progress go back 400 years, the Doge's Palace, trecento in style, 
though 1424 and after, with the Ars Nova Gloria of Matteo da Perugia — Italian late-
Gothic, a style like the Rococo, of cunning complexity — yet how stripped to line and 
structure,  
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65) Andrea (Bonaiuti) da Firenze, acc. 1343-77, Church Militant and 
Triumphant, detail, Spanish Chapel, Florence (CGB '59)  

V65a) Same, Spanish Chapel, closer detail (CGB '59) 
 
how clean of wishful personality; in the symbolic Florence of this Spanish Chapel 
Allegory of the Church, humanity, as in Chaucer, is keenly emergent:  no pompous "all is 
best," no sentimental longing.  
 
66) Florentine MS Illumination, late 14th cent., Annunciation (Initial R) Add. 

MS 35254C, British Museum, London; + V details 
 
The Annunciation, in this initial from a choirbook, is as reconciled (in all the flare of its 
decoration) to its creed-given spacelessness, as the faces to their vacancy, or music to its 
bare fifth intervals.  

(fade Gloria)  
 
67) French Rococo, 18th century, Salon of the Chateau de Champs 
V67a) German Rococo, 1745-47, for Frederick the Great, Music Room, Sans-Souci, 

Potsdam  
 

Music: Philibert de Lavigne, c. 1740(?), from Sonata in C for Recorder and 
Continuo, "La Barssan,"  start of Rondeau, SAWT-9570-B  

 
 In the French Rococo salon, the civilized recess is as ornately, as formulably filled 
as the time-space fabric of material causality, or (under the inventive floreation of 
recorder delight) the harmonic assertions of the enlightened ground.        
(fade Rondeau)  
 
68) François Casanova, 1772, Beauvais Tapestry, Country Pastimes, detail, 

Mobilier National, Paris (video:  closer details only, above and below)  
68a) English Classical Baroque (James Gibbs), 1737-48, Radcliffe Camera, Oxford 

(CGB '84); first, for digital, V68a,  wider view (Adams) 
 

Music: Same as above , but close of Tambourin, SAWT-9570-B  
 
 In tapestries of "Country Pastimes," our very picnic clownings, our ironies of wit, 
affirm the plenum of the ordered universe:  "All is best, best, best."    
    (end Sonata)  
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 But that completion and closure of the phenomenal, that rounding of the wheel, 
summons the old antagonist.  
 
 Against the dream of methodic science:  that though men (even scientists) may 
fall in love, despair, kill themselves, or (like Pascal) get religion, still the great tree of 
knowledge grows —  
 
69) Joseph Wright of Derby, c. 1774, The Old Man and Death, detail, 

Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, Connecticut; first, video closer detail 
69a) Istrian late Gothic (Vincent of Kostav), 1474, Dance of Death fresco, Guild 

Church, Beram, Yugoslavia  
V69b) Zurbaran, 1639, Fra Gonzalo de Illescas, detail, skull, etc., on table, 

Geronimite Monastery, Guadalupe, Spain 
69c) Piranesi 1743-61, Carceri XIII, engraving, 2nd state  
 

Music: Again, Tartini, Siciliana, SAWT - 9592 B (as with slide 27 above)  
 
comes a hiss from that very tree:  "The fruit of science is death." What is the Age of 
Reason giving birth to but its own antithesis?  But when, with Wright of Derby, 1774, the 
skeleton appears in the crumbling garden, it is no backward motion.  The old Dance of 
Death was painted on church walls:  "Rest of their bones and soul's delivery." It is upon 
energy now, where all action has reared its eternal claim, that the withering of entropy 
will fall.  Carnot's irreversibility of the physical.  Blake:  
 

The same dull round, even of a universe, would soon become a mill 
with complicated wheels.  

(close Tartini, 2nd phrase) 
 
70) Viennese, c. 1800-10, Astronomical clock, Uhrenmuseum der Stadt Wien; 

+ V details; digital, central detail 
 
 1800:  a final overflow of the post-Newtonian century — the famous passage from 
Laplace, with a Viennese Astronomical clock:  
 

If an intelligence, for one given instant, recognizes all the forces which 
animate Nature, and the respective positions of the things which 
compose it, and if that intelligence is also sufficiently vast to subject 
these data to analysis, it will comprehend in one formula the 
movements of the largest bodies of the universe as well as those of the 
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minutest atom:  nothing will be incertain to it, and the future as well as 
the past will be present to its vision.  The human mind offers in the 
perfection which it has been able to give to astronomy, a modest 
example of such an intelligence.  
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 It is what Whitehead (after Faraday's fields had finally led to Indeterminacy) 
would call "misplaced concreteness."  Against the tick of that astronomical clock, against 
motion's subsiding pool —  
 
a71) Blake, 1795, color print from design of 1780 or earlier:  Glad Day, British 

Museum, London (slide show, whole; video, detail) 
V71) Double:  [A] Blake, Glad Day (cf. a71); and [B] Blake 1794 (1818 copy), 

Urizen pl.  18, Los in Flames, Library of Congress, Washington D.C., cf. 
71a) 

71a) B of the double V71:  Los in Flames (slide show, whole; video, detail) 
V71b) Blake, c. 1803-05, Ezekiel's Wheels, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston  
71c) Antonio Canova, 1795-1815, Hercules and Lichas, National Gallery of 

Modern Art, Rome  
71d) Canova, 1787-93, Cupid and Psyche, Louvre, Paris  
71e) Blake, 1825-27, The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, Pl. 1, Fitzwilliam 

Museum, Cambridge (video: two details only, above and below)  
 
Blake from the 1790's had raised the Son of Morning — from the only axiomatic source 
of life as unpredictable, creative paradox:  
 

Without contraries there is no progression.  What the religious call... 
Evil... is the active springing from Energy... Energy is Eternal Delight.  

 
And when his arm-spread Day turns to Los at the forge of Imagination, sheathed in the 
battle-fires of energy's operation in the inertial world — however many thereafter might 
espouse (with conservative Burke) the propriety and balance of an old regime, Blake 
through Reign of Terror and the dragon-scaling of the Orc Cycle, would still affirm:  
 

Bring me my bow of burning gold! Bring me my arrows of desire!  
 
For Glück (as for Blake's repudiated Swedenborg), Hell's dissonant outbreak  
 

Music: Glück, 1762, Orfeo ed Euridice, from the Taming of the Spirits, Act II, 
Col-LL 924 
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is to be calmed by successive applications of Orphic harmony.  
(fade Gluck)  

 
How radically Blake's Marriage of Heaven and Hell has broken with that mid-century.  
 
 Is it in Mozart, or first with Beethoven that music espouses the Faust compact, 
Hegel's Passion, the Dionysiac cry of Hölderlin:  
 

The rescuer I hear then in the night, hear  Him kill as he frees, and 
beneath, full       Of fetid weeds, I see the earth,    As by 
second sight, an enormous fire.  (CGB) 
(Shau ich die Erd', ein gewaltig Feuer.)  

 
72) J. L. David, 1787, Death of Socrates, cropped, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 

New York City (CGB '74); video uses V72, uncropped whole, + V detail 
72a) David, 1784, The Oath of the Horatii, Louvre, Paris; + V detail 
 
 In France the ferment had been rising since the 1762 publication of Rousseau's 
Social Contract:  
 

When each citizen is nothing and can do nothing without the rest… it 
may be said that legislation is at the highest possible point of 
perfection.  

 
An absolute moral law of the cloud-wrapped General Will.  
 
 In the representations which from about 1783 David gave to Classical scenes of 
heroism or revolt (tight as if Cartesian formulation could be reèndowed by fiat), we feel 
the closing in of that "Republic of Virtue":  
 

Robespierre:   
If virtue be the spring of a popular government in times of peace, the spring of 
that government during a revolution is virtue combined with terror...without 
which virtue is impotent.  

 
Babeuf:   

a single man on the earth more rich, more powerful than his fellow men... 
destroys the equilibrium... Perish, if needs be, all the arts, provided real 
equality abides with us!  

 
73) David, 1794, Self-Portrait in Prison, Louvre, Paris; with video details 
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 In 1794 David, briefly imprisoned, painted this baffled self-portrait.  Perhaps he 
felt, with Chenier, in "La Jeune Captive":  
 

And even as she, those with her in that place  
Feared the closing of their earthly course.  

 
Though Chenier's death testament would not apply: 
 

A certain Andre Chenier was among those five or six whom neither the 
general frenzy, nor avidity, nor fear, could induce to bend the knee 
before crowned assassins, to touch hands stained by murders, and to sit 
down to a table where they drink human blood.  

 
("s'asseoir a la table ou l'on boit le sang des hommes.")  Since David came quickly to 
terms, and would again as Napoleon's court painter.  
 
74) Goya, 1777, The Parasol, Prado, Madrid; + V detail 
 

Music: Mozart, 1787, Eine Kleine Nachtmusik, Romanza, Angel 35098  
 
 Only the genius of Goya could wear the richest robes of the artifice it was to 
revolutionize, making this parasol play of the '70's as poignant as the lighter Mozart:  
Eine Kleine Nachtmusik. (fade) 
 
75) Goya, 1795-97, Self-portrait, drawing, Metropolitan Museum, New York 

City; + V detail 
V75a) H. Fuseli, c. 1780, Self-portrait with Chalk, detail, Victoria and Albert 

Museum, London  
75b) Fuseli, c. 1785(?), Prometheus, drawing, Kunstmuseum, Basle  
V75c) Fuseli, c. 1800(?), Satan Fleeing from Athuriel's Spear, Cleveland Gallery 

(CGB '81) 
 

Music: Mozart, 1788, Symphony No. 40, from last movement, C-D3S691 
 
 By the mid-nineties Goya had loosed the furies we tie in music to Beethoven.  
Though Mozart, too, in some late works, this G Minor Symphony of 1788, rode the rising 
storm.       (fade Symphony #40)  
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Music: Beethoven, 1798, Sonata #8, Op. 13, Pathetique in C Minor, 
(Schnabel) 1st movement, Seraphim ID-6063 

 
 While Gauss, discovering Euclid's space of the parallel postulate no more 
demonstrable than a curved space of hyperbolic asymptotes, wrote the elder Bolyai:  
 

If it could be proved that there can be a rectilineal triangle greater than 
any area, I could demonstrate the whole of Euclid... But however far 
apart the vertices, the area might fall below a given bound...  

 
a76) David, c. 1794, Death of Bara, detail, Musée Calvet, Avignon  
76) Canova, c. 1787, Death of Adonis, second terra cotta model, Gipsoteca 

Canoviana, Possagno near Treviso  
V76a) Same, first terra cotta model, Gipsoteca, Possagno  
 
— a Lobachevskian gulf from which that Bolyai would vainly warn his son:  
         (Pathetique continued) 
 

I have traversed this bottomless night, which extinguished all light and 
joy of my life. I pray you, leave the science of parallels alone.  

 
 By 1800 Beethoven had not only written the First Symphony, the First Concerto, 
the first string quartets and the Prometheus Overture, but the Grande Sonata Pathetique, 
which so overwhelmed his contemporaries.  
 
 Canova, 1797, answering from Italy the muster of a revolutionary art in almost 
every country of Europe.   

(Pathetique continued)  
 
77) J. A. Koch, 1796, Waterfall, whole, Kunsthalle, Hamburg; + V 77, Double:  

details, above and below  
77a) Same, Waterfall, upper detail (CGB '86) 
77b) Same, Waterfall, lower detail (CGB '86) 
 
 1796:  the German Romantic landscape begins with this Koch:  the human figure 
(right) reduced from the shepherd below to an insect-sized being above.   
    (fade Pathetique)  
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 The Sublime had appeared in Edmund Burke as a transrational element, born in 
pain of the Great, Dark and Terrible, yet somehow stronger than its smooth contrary, the 
Beautiful, founded on pleasure, engendering "in the soul that feeling which is called 
love".  It is the germ of Blake's Angelic and Satanic, of Nietzsche's Apollonian and 
Dionysian.  And what the transition of 1800 would require is the leap from calm balance 
to the cascade of energy.  In Kant, the Sublime almost, but never quite, becomes the 
pedalpoint of such a modulation:  
 

The mind feels itself set in motion in the representation of the sublime 
in nature; whereas in the aesthetic judgement upon what is beautiful 
therein it is in restful contemplation.  This movement... may be com-
pared... with a rapidly alternating repulsion and attraction produced by 
one and the same object.  

(Critique of Aesthetic Judgement, ch. 27)  
 
78) Turner, 1797, Moonlight — A Study, Tate Gallery, London 
78a) Same, a central detail; + V closer detail 
 

Music: Beethoven, 1798, Pathetique, Op.13, continued, Adagio, (Brendel) 
Murray Hill S 34564  

 
With Beethoven's Pathetique Adagio and Turner's Moonlight — A Study (1797) — 
however few were aware, matter in motion was giving ground.  What was emergent, from 
Galvani's electricity and muscle response, Goethe's Metamorphosis of Plants, or 
Evolution (from the older Darwin to volitional Lamarck) — requires what Whitehead 
would call "entwined... modal presences".  Faraday (1854)  
 

My physico-hypothetical notion... accepting the magnet as a centre of 
power surrounded by lines of force... views these lines as physical lines 
of power... or as a state of tension...  

 
— Things dissolving to force-fields, as under Turner's moon.  
 
1st 79) Runge, 1799, Self-Portrait (Crayon), Kunsthalle, Hamburg; V, detail only  
79a) Triple: Portraits: [A] Hegel, c. 1820 [B] Hölderlin, 1792 and [C] Schelling, 

c. 1810; here V returns to 79, Runge, Self 
 
 In 1799, the German painter Runge made this glowing crayon of himself.  It is not 
that Baroque confidence has gone under.  Wordsworth is at least as certain as Dryden; 
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Beethoven as rapt as Buxtehude.  The constructions of space and cause, art, harmony, 
plot, are retained.  That trio of schoolmates, Hegel, Hölderlin, Schelling are no less fired 
with God in the world than Leibniz was.  But there has been a shift of ground.  (fade 

Beethoven Adagio) Hegel might frown if we said: "Voltaire and Rousseau have led you 
through the scoff of Reason to the trust of Heart.  Since Hegel calls his history Reason's 
actualization in the world.  If we protest:  "But your reason makes war on itself, works by 
passion; you forge a dialectic of contradiction" 
 
80) Double:  [A] portrait of Leibniz, c. 1700, steel engraving; and [B] Solimena, 

c. 1710, Self Portrait, detail, Uffizi, Florence 
V80a) Detail of the same engraving of Leibniz 
80b) Again, Solimena, whole self-portrait 
 
— how easy for him to remind us that Leibniz (complex as the Solimena of this 1710 
self-portrait) had planted contradiction in the very Monad, making a multiplicity of 
change in that changeless One the primary fact of perception:  
 

The passing condition which involves and represents a multiplicity in 
the unity, or in the simple substance, is nothing else than what is called 
Perception.  

 
 Both Liebniz and Hegel soar to giant syntheses.  How could they, as men, but use 
what men have:  reason, passion, intuition?  Yet those seemingly constant words, man, 
reason, and the rest, also undergo style-changes.  Solimena's formulated claim (undercut 
by protective irony)  
 
2nd 79 and for 2nd 80)   Runge, Self  
 
yields in Runge to the risk of romantic dream.  Though even the dream takes up the 
program of the past.  
 
80+1) Lejeune's Voltaire, again 1  
80+1a) Houdon's Rousseau, again B of 1c (cf. V1c) 
V80+1b) Canaletto, 1754, Rotunda at Ravelagh, National Gallery, London  
80+1c) Brunel, 1836-64, Clifton Suspension Bridge, Avon Gorge, Bristol  
80+1d) David, 1797-98, General Bonaparte, Louvre, Paris  
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C.G. Bell  Symbolic History 

 Was Voltaire's smile of mockery, progress, or revolution?  At the center of The 
Wealth of Nations, published 1776, in which Adam Smith launched the science of 
economics — a book crammed with the ironies of exploitation and capitalist self-seeking, 
there lurks the "invisible hand," sure pilot of the murderous barque of history  (the "agent 
force" gone beyond bodies themselves):  
 

As every individual, therefore, endeavours as much as he can both to 
employ his capital in the support of domestic industry, and so to direct 
that industry that its produce may be of the greatest value; every 
individual necessarily labours to render the annual revenue of the 
society as great as he can.  He generally indeed, neither intends to 
promote the public interest, nor knows how much he is promoting 
it...he intends only his own gain, and he is in this, as in many other 
cases, led by an invisible hand to promote an end which was no part of 
his intention.  

 
— As if Pangloss's providence had heaved up into Hegel's cunning war of Reason.  "Let 
us cultivate" — but which garden?  
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